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We discuss ultralow-power second-harmonic generation (SHG) frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) in the
telecommunication C-band using aperiodically poled lithium niobate (A-PPLN) waveguides as the nonlinear
medium. A key theme of this work is that the phase-matching curve of the nonlinear medium is engineered to
obtain an optical bandwidth adequate for measurement of subpicosecond pulses while retaining the optimum
nonlinear efficiency consistent with this constraint. Our experiments demonstrate measurement sensitivity
(defined as the minimum product of the peak and average pulse powers at which a reliable nonlinear signal
can be detected) of 2.0�10−6 mW2 in a collinear SHG FROG geometry, approximately 5 orders of magnitude
better than previously reported for any FROG measurement modality. We also discuss asymmetric Y-junction
A-PPLN waveguides that permit background-free SHG FROG and a polarization-insensitive SHG FROG tech-
nique that eliminates the impairment that frequency-independent random polarization fluctuations induce in
the FROG measurement. Finally, we applied these SHG FROG techniques in chromatic dispersion and polar-
ization mode dispersion compensation experiments. In these experiments the FROG data enabled complete
correction of distortions incurred by subpicosecond pulses passing through optical fibers; these results also
demonstrate the ability to retrieve extremely complex pulses with high accuracy. © 2008 Optical Society of
America

OCIS codes: 320.7100, 130.3730, 320.5540, 260.5430.
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. INTRODUCTION
he applications of ultrafast optics in various fields, such
s studies of molecular vibrations [1], new types of spec-
roscopy [2], and optical code-division multiple-access
ight-wave communication systems [3], depend critically
n the capability to fully characterize ultrashort optical
ulses. A number of methods have been proposed and
emonstrated for the complete characterization of the
mplitude and phase profiles of ultrashort pulses, which
an be grouped into three main categories: spectrography,
omography, and interferometry. Among these methods,
he two most popular ones are frequency-resolved optical
ating (FROG, spectrography) [4–10] and spectral phase
nterferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction
SPIDER, interferometry) [11–15]. Nonlinear optical in-
eractions are widely used in ultrashort pulse measure-
ent techniques. For example, polarization-gate FROG

ses the electronic Kerr effect, second-harmonic genera-
ion (SHG) FROG uses a ��2� process, self-diffraction
ROG uses a third-order nonlinear optical process, SPI-
ER typically uses a ��2� nonlinearity, etc. Even when us-

ng crystals with large nonlinear coefficients, the conver-
ion efficiencies of nonlinear interactions are typically
0740-3224/08/060A41-13/$15.00 © 2
ow. As a result, the best measurement sensitivity (de-
ned as the minimum product of the peak and average
ulse powers at which a reliable nonlinear signal can be
etected) of multishot SHG FROG using bulk SHG crys-
als (considered the most sensitive of the traditional
ROG geometries) is �500 mW2 [16]. The difficulty in
easuring ultraweak pulses limits the applications of ul-

rafast optics in certain ultrafast nonlinear optical mate-
ial characterization methods and often in experimental
ltrafast light-wave communications.
A focus of our work is to bring sophisticated ultrafast

ptical measurement techniques into light-wave technol-
gy practice. To enable light-wave applications, several
hallenging requirements must first be met that are not
sually encountered in ultrafast optics. In addition to the
bvious wavelength requirement, a fundamental research
hallenge involves the pursuit of orders-of-magnitude im-
rovement in nonlinear optical sensitivity, which is desir-
ble in order to adapt sophisticated ultrafast optical mea-
urement techniques to the low power levels and very
igh repetition rates typical of practical light-wave sys-
ems. For example in light-wave dispersion monitoring
pplications, monitoring should tap off less than 1%–3%
008 Optical Society of America
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f the transmitted power, and the detection response
hould be faster than the time scale of dispersion varia-
ion ��100 ms� to support real-time performance recovery
17]. This requires operation at average powers in the mi-
rowatt regime and possibly below.

In our previous work [18,19], by using aperiodically
oled lithium niobate (A-PPLN) waveguides as the
onlinear medium, we demonstrated ultralow-power
ultishot SHG FROG in the telecommunication band
ith a measurement sensitivity of 2.0�10−6 mW2, an
order of magnitude improvement over SHG FROG

sing bulk crystals and 5 orders of magnitude better
han previously reported for any FROG measurement mo-
ality [20]. This improved sensitivity allowed high-
uality pulse measurements at nanowatt to tens of nano-
att average power of subpicosecond pulses with a
0 MHz repetition rate. Additionally, some of us have de-
igned and demonstrated asymmetric Y-junction A-PPLN
aveguides that result in a background-free SHG FROG

etup [21] (in contrast to most of the measurements re-
orted here, in which a background must be removed by
oftware).

We further developed a polarization-insensitive SHG
ROG technique [22] by scrambling the polarization of

he pulse under test much faster than the measurement
ntegration time. This technique eliminates the impair-

ent that frequency-independent random polarization
uctuations induce in the FROG measurements (since in
eneral, the nonlinear response is strongly polarization
ependent) and enables robust FROG measurements
ithout taking special care of polarization fluctuations in-
uced by the single-mode fibers (SMFs) in the FROG
etup. Such polarization insensitivity is very important
or many applications in fiber optics, where in general po-
arization is not stable.

Finally, we have applied the ultralow-power SHG
ROG technique to characterize distortions encountered
y subpicosecond pulses due to chromatic dispersion and
olarization mode dispersion (PMD) in optical fibers. Fur-
hermore, we have used the FROG data to control wave-
orm compensation experiments implemented by using
iquid-crystal-modulator-based pulse shapers [23–25]. Es-
entially complete waveform compensation is achieved for
oth chromatic dispersion and PMD. Such compensation
xperiments both extend the range of fiber over which
ubpicosecond pulses may transmitted and confirm that
ur SHG FROG measurements provide reliable informa-
ion.

This paper reviews ultralow-power SHG FROG using
-PPLN waveguides and its applications in ultrafast op-

ics. In Section 2, we explain the basic measurement prin-
iples with an emphasis on the role of the phase-matching
esponse. In Section 3, we describe the design and fabri-
ation of A-PPLN waveguides. In Sections 4–6 we review
HG FROG experiments with free-space A-PPLN, fiber-
igtailed A-PPLN, and asymmetric Y-junction A-PPLN
aveguides, respectively. In Section 7, we introduce
olarization-insensitive SHG FROG. In Section 8, we
emonstrate the applications of the proposed techniques
n chromatic dispersion compensation and all-order PMD
ompensation. Finally, in Section 9, we conclude this pa-
er.
. MEASURMENT PRINCIPLES
HG has long been the most popular nonlinear process
sed for pulse measurement in the field of ultrafast optics
26]. For many years the intensity autocorrelation func-
ion, which provides useful (but incomplete) information
bout the duration of ultrashort pulse intensity profiles,
as the standard measurement tool. Briefly, an input
ulse is split in two, given a relative delay, and then re-
ombined to form a pulse pair that interacts in a SHG
rystal. Because SHG is a nonlinear process, the time-
ntegrated second-harmonic (SH) power is higher when
he relative delay is less than the pulse duration. Record-
ng the average SHG power with a slow powermeter, as a
unction of relative delay, yields the intensity autocorre-
ation function. FROG goes well beyond the intensity au-
ocorrelation to provide measurement of the complete
hase and amplitude profiles of ultrashort pulses. The
etup for FROG measurements based on SHG are similar
o those for intensity autocorrelation, except that a spec-
rometer is placed after the SHG crystal and prior to the
etector. Recording the average by SHG power as a func-
ion both of delay and SH frequency provides a rich two-
imensional data set, which can be analyzed by using it-
rative computer techniques for essentially complete
econstruction of the pulse under test [4].

In bulk SHG crystals, the conversion efficiency is re-
tricted in part by the Gaussian beam diffraction, which
revents the coexistence of a small interaction area and a
ong interaction length. By formatting the guiding struc-
ure on lithium niobate (LN) substrates, we tightly con-
ne the optical beam over a long interaction distance,
hich provides a significant increase in conversion effi-

iency. Temporal resolution in ultrafast optical measure-
ents involving SHG is usually limited by the group-

elocity mismatch (GVM) between fields at the
undamental frequency and the SH frequency. The effect
f velocity mismatch is to broaden the generated SH pulse
n proportion to the GVM and to limit the phase matching
ecessary for an efficient nonlinear interaction to a nar-
ow range of SH frequencies, with bandwidth propor-
ional to GVM−1 (here and below, we use “GVM” to refer to
he total temporal walk-off in picoseconds). Measurement
istortions arising from excessive GVM and insufficient
hase-matching bandwidth were first studied by Weiner
or autocorrelations [27] and later by Trebino and co-
orkers for FROG [10]. Mathematically, the finite phase-
atching bandwidth introduces an undesired filter func-

ion H���, the effect of which can be seen in Eqs. (1)–(4):

IFROG��,�� � �� dtE�t�E�t − ��e−j�t�2

, �1�

IFROG� ��,�� � �H����2IFROG��,��, �2�

G2��� �� dt�E�t�E�t − ���2 �� d�IFROG��,��, �3�

G2���� �� d�IFROG� ��,��, �4�

here Eqs. (1) and (2) show the SHG FROG traces with-
ut and with GVM and Eqs. (3) and (4) show the autocor-
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elation traces without and with GVM. To obtain an accu-
ate measurement, the GVM is usually made less than
he coherence time of the signal of interest, which is
quivalent to requiring that the phase-matching band-
idth for SHG exceed the optical bandwidth. This condi-

ion is usually met by reducing the length of the nonlinear
rystal (sometimes to only tens of micrometers), which re-
uces the GVM, but with a corresponding sacrifice in ef-
ciency. For typical ultrafast optics applications where

airly high intensities are available (typically pulse ener-
ies up to a few nanojoules for 100 MHz mode-locked la-
er oscillators and up to 1 mJ for 1 KHz femtosecond am-
lifier systems), the loss of SHG efficiency is usually not
erious. However, in the context of applications to light-
ave systems, average powers are usually low and repeti-

ion rates are high (e.g., 10 GHz and above), which means
hat sensitivity is desired for pulse energies in the pico-
oule and femtojoule range and below. Optimizing the
onlinear optical efficiency then becomes a key concern.
n our work, we have addressed this issue by utilizing
HG waveguide devices (A-PPLN waveguides), which are
odified to provide broad SHG phase-matching band-
idth simultaneously with the long interaction lengths
ecessary for high efficiency and sensitivity.
As explained above, adequate phase-matching band-

idth in SHG is usually achieved by reducing the length
f the nonlinear crystal, which reduces the GVM. Com-
ared with a long crystal of length L, in a short crystal of
ength L /N the phase-matching bandwidth is increased
y a factor N. However, as sketched in Fig. 1, the peak ef-
ciency drops by N2, which means that there is a large
ost in sensitivity (Gaussian beam diffraction is not taken
nto account here). A much more favorable trade-off,
hich is the key to our work, is possible by staying with a

ong crystal but chirping the quasi-phase-matched (QPM)
rating to broaden the bandwidth. For a factor of N
roadening of the phase-matching bandwidth, now the
eak efficiency drops only by N, which is the best that can
e achieved. Given that a 6 cm PPLN waveguide has
20 ps GVM, and assuming a temporal resolution goal of

00 fs, the long chirped crystal is 2 orders of magnitude
ore efficient than the short unchirped crystal. This ad-

antage comes on top of the dramatic increase in effi-
iency compared with bulk media that is available even
ith short channel waveguides.
It is interesting to note that although the proposed

PM chirp does indeed increase the phase-matching
andwidth, it does not eliminate or even reduce GVM.
he key but subtle point is that although measurement
ccuracy in pulse measurements such as SHG autocorre-

ig. 1. (Color online) Chirped QPM gratings allow tailoring of
pconversion bandwidth, needed for accurate pulse measure-
ents, while maintaining maximum efficiency consistent with

he bandwidth requirement.
ation and FROG really does depend on the phase-
atching bandwidth [27], there is fundamentally no re-

uirement that the GVM in the time domain be made
mall. In fact, it is not even required that all the frequen-
ies be phase matched simultaneously; only the phase-
atching bandwidth integrated over the measurement
eeds to exceed the optical signal bandwidth [28,29]. This
oncept has been exploited to perform FROG in a thick
HG crystal with a tightly focused beam, where different
H frequencies are phase matched at different output
ngles [28], or in a frequency-swept scheme where the
ngle of the SHG crystal is dithered in order to sweep the
hase-matching frequency [29]. In our work different SH
requencies are generated at different longitudinal loca-
ions within a single chirped QPM waveguide and im-
inge on a single detector, an arrangement that leads to
xtremely high sensitivity. With reference to Eqs. (1)–(4),
ur scheme results in a phase-matching filter function
hose magnitude �H���� is approximately flat. The phase
f H��� will show strong frequency variation, but this
oes not affect the pulse measurement.

. A-PPLN WAVEGUIDES
he fabrication of QPM waveguide devices on ferroelec-

ric substrates, such as the reverse-proton-exchanged
RPE) periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN)
aveguides used in this paper, can be divided into two in-
ependent processes, the generation of the QPM grating
ia periodic ferroelectric domain inversion of the sub-
trate, and the formation of the guiding structure, typi-
ally by an ion-exchange process. Our choice of LN as the
ubstrate for the fabrication of guided-wave nonlinear op-
ical devices is motivated by several factors. To achieve ef-
cient frequency conversion in nonlinear optical pro-
esses, such as the SHG used in this paper, we require the
aterial of choice to have as large a nonlinear coefficient

s possible. Furthermore, the material must be transpar-
nt at all wavelengths involved in the nonlinear interac-
ion. LN, with its transparency between 325 and 4500 nm
nd nonlinear coefficient d33=27 pm/V (among the larg-
st of any ferroelectric material), is a good choice for tele-
ommunication applications.

As described in [30], QPM allows us to engineer the
onlinear response of a given material, largely indepen-
ent of its dispersive or crystallographic properties. To
chieve this control, the sign of the nonlinear susceptibil-
ty has to be inverted either periodically or aperiodically.
erroelectric materials make this task rather straightfor-
ard through the inversion of the ferroelectric domains
ia an externally applied electric field [31]. Since this do-
ain inversion also inverts the nonlinear susceptibility

ensor, domain inversion is equivalent to changing the
ign of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility ��2�.

We used apodized A-PPLN waveguides [32] for the ex-
eriments described in this paper. The aperiodicity of the
PM grating refers to the change in local periodicity as a

unction of position along the waveguide. Unlike the con-
ersion bandwidth of a periodic (i.e., uniform) QPM grat-
ng, which is inversely proportional to the length of the
rating (e.g., 0.25 nm FWHM for a 5 cm long grating for a
.5 �m fundamental wavelength), the bandwidth of a lin-
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arly chirped grating is determined by the chirp param-
ter [33,34]. Tens of nanometers of conversion bandwidth
re easily obtainable and make nonlinear frequency con-
ersion of large-bandwidth pulses possible. Furthermore,
t has been shown that it is also possible to engineer the
hase response of QPM gratings (not used here, since
hase does not matter in the measurement of SHG spec-
ra in FROG), for example to shape SH pulses [35]. We
sed the deleted-reversal apodization technique described

n [32] to engineer QPM gratings with 25 nm wide flat
assbands for the experiments presented in Sections 5
nd 6. By apodization, we mean to smooth the disconti-
uities of the nonlinearity at the beginning and end of the
PM grating to achieve a flattened phase-matching

urve. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the phase-matching
urves of a PPLN waveguide and an apodized A-PPLN
aveguide. Note that the SHG efficiency for a pulse of a
iven energy in an A-PPLN waveguide remains nearly
he same as that of a PPLN waveguide of the same length
s long as the phase-matching bandwidth is not signifi-
antly broader than the input spectrum [36].

Equally important for our substrate choice is the avail-
bility of low-loss nonlinear waveguides in LN. Because of
N’s favorable properties for three-wave mixing, re-
earchers have investigated the implementation of
uided-wave structures, which provide a significant in-
rease in conversion efficiency (2–3 orders of magnitude)
ue to tight modal confinement over appreciable length of
onlinear interaction. Several waveguide fabrication
ethods have been developed, such as annealed proton

xchange [37], titanium indiffusion [38], RPE [39–42],
nd ridge waveguide formation by mechanical sawing or
hemical etching [43,44].

Here, we will concentrate on the fabrication of proto-
ated waveguides used for the experiments described in
his paper. After electric-field-assisted domain inversion,
hannels are lithographically defined along the crystallo-
raphic y direction through a silicon dioxide mask pat-
erned photlithographically in a film sputtered on the +z
ide of the wafer. When the wafer is placed into a heated
cid bath (here, benzoic acid), hydrogen ions are ex-
hanged with lithium ions in the channels. A high-
emperature annealing step subsequantly drives the pro-
ons deeper into the substrate, reducing the propagation
osses by pushing the propagating fields farther from the
ubstrate surface (0.2–0.4 dB/cm typically). This type of
aveguide is called an annealed-proton-exchange wave-
uide. By an additional exchange step in a lithium-rich

ig. 2. (Color online) Experimental phase-matching curves of
a) PPLN and (b) apodized A-PPLN waveguides. Note the differ-
nce in scale of the abscissas in the two figures. The bandwidth of
he A-PPLN is 100 times larger than that of the PPLN device.
elt, the asymmetric annealed-proton-exchange index
rofile can be somewhat symmetrized by replacing pro-
ons by lithium ions in the top layer of the waveguiding
tructure [41,45]. The resulting waveguide has been
ermed a RPE waveguide. This RPE step further in-
reases the separation between the propagating fields and
he substrate surface, reducing surface scattering. State-
f-the-art efficient nonlinear RPE waveguides have
ropagation losses �0.1 dB/cm.
The outlined fabrication process does not restrict us to

he implementation of purely straight waveguide struc-
ures. While these are the most common components
ound in wavelength converters, additional functionality
an be achieved by adding more sophisticated integrated
tructures, such as adiabatic tapers, required for low-loss
nd stable coupling to SMF [46]. To avoid excitation of
igher-order modes of the multimoded QPM region, a so-
alled mode filter, essentially a single-mode waveguide
ection a few millimeters long, is often added in front of
he taper. The proper design of such structures requires
ccurate models of the concentration-dependent proton
iffusion and the resulting wavelength-dependent refrac-
ive index [47,48].

Since protonated waveguides support only a single po-
arization (TM), type II mixing processes are not possible,
nd so autocorrelation or FROG measurements using
hese devices will exhibit background SH and interfero-
etric effects. (In Sections 4 and 5, we will show how to

xternally reduce these impairments). With the help of
n-chip mode multiplexer–demultiplexers (here, asym-
etric Y-junctions) in combination with two-mode RPE
PLN waveguides [49,50] as shown in Fig. 3, one can sig-
ificantly reduce the interferometric oscillations and al-
ost completely suppress the background. The principle

ehind this can be understood as follows. One of the in-
uts (Signal 1 in Fig. 3) is launched into the TM10 mode,
hile the other one (Signal 2) is launched into the TM00
ode. The sum-frequency generation (SFG) between

hese two spatial modes is generated in the TM10 mode,
hile the SH of each input appears in an even-order
ode, TM20 or TM00, resembling a type II birefringently

hase-matched interaction. By using a mode demulti-
lexer at the output of the waveguide, the SFG compo-
ent can be separated from the SH components, resulting

n a collinear but background-free interaction. Given ideal
evice performance, the SFG autocorrelation trace and
FG FROG data are identical to those obtained with con-
entional background-free methods, while the large non-
inear conversion efficiency available in engineered QPM
aveguide structures provides a greatly enhanced mea-

urement sensitivity.

ig. 3. (Color online) Schematic of an asymmetric Y-junction de-
ice showing mode multiplexer at the input and demultiplexer at
he output. Note that an odd SH spatial mode can be generated
nly through mixing an even and an odd FH mode, and so con-
ains only SFG and not SH contributions.
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. SHG FROG WITH A FREE-SPACE A-PPLN
AVEGUIDE

he setup of our SHG FROG experiments is shown in Fig.
, where a free-space-coupled A-PPLN waveguide with a
5 nm wide phase-matching bandwidth centered at
538 nm is used for SHG. We employ a passively mode-
ocked fiber ring laser [51] and a bandpass filter to gener-
te a 50 MHz, �280 fs pulse train at 1538 nm center
avelength. The pulse train is sent into a modified collin-
ar Michelson interferometer, where the unwanted inter-
erometric fringes are removed by fast dithering of the
xed arm of the interferometer, using a piezoelectric
ransducer [52]. The output SH power spectrum from the
-PPLN waveguide is recorded by a spectrometer and an

ntensified CCD camera for each delay, giving rise to a
ringe-suppressed raw FROG trace, which has a nonzero
ackground and is spectrally distorted by the somewhat
neven phase-matching spectrum of the A-PPLN wave-
uide. Subsequent software processing deals with (i)
ackground subtraction, (ii) frequency marginal correc-
ion [4] (with the aid of the fundamental power spectrum
aken by an optical spectrum analyzer), and (iii) intensity
nd phase reconstruction by commercial software (Fem-
osoft FROG 3).

Figure 5 illustrates measured (after background sub-
raction and marginal correction) and retrieved FROG
races at coupled pulse energies of 9.5 fJ [Figs. 5A and 5B]
nd 124 aJ [Figs. 5C and 5D] [18]. Even with a 19 dB in-
ut power difference (38 dB difference in SHG powers),
hese FROG traces agree well with one another. The
ROG errors are 0.0022 and 0.0032, respectively. Fig. 5
lso shows the retrieved pulses in [Fig. 5E] frequency and
Fig. 5F] time domains for both input power levels. An in-
ependently measured input power spectrum is plotted as
dotted curve in Fig. 5E for comparison. The retrieved

pectral intensities closely approach this curve. The re-
rieved temporal profiles also overlap well with each
ther, where the intensity FWHM values are essentially
dentical: 279 and 278 fs. The low-power measurement is
quivalent to 0.44 mW peak power, and 6.2 nW average
ower, corresponding to a measurement sensitivity of
.7�10−6 mW2.
We also measured optical pulses with quadratic spec-

ral phase induced by a piece of SMF and cubic spectral
hase induced by a pulse shaper, which indicate that our
HG FROG with free-space-coupled A-PPLN waveguide
an correctly reconstruct fairly complex optical pulses.
ore details are presented in [18,52].

ig. 4. (Color online) Schematic diagram of SHG FROG using
n A-PPLN waveguide. MI, Michelson interferometer; OSA, op-
. SHG FROG WITH A FIBER-PIGTAILED A-
PLN WAVEGUIDE
he performance of the FROG setup using free-space-
oupled A-PPLN waveguides is limited mainly by the
ime-dependent free-space-to-waveguide coupling effi-
iency induced by mechanical drifts. The simplest and
ost robust way to eliminate coupling efficiency fluctua-

ions is to use a fiber-pigtailed A-PPLN waveguide. The
esign of waveguides with modes tapered to allow good fi-
er coupling was described in Section 3.
The FROG setup and measurement process are the

ame as in Section 4, except that the free-space-coupled
-PPLN waveguide is replaced by a fiber-pigtailed one.

We retain free-space coupling for the output end of the
aveguide.) The center wavelength of the phase-
atching curve of the fiber-pigtailed A-PPLN waveguide
as 1550 nm at room temperature with a bandwidth of
25 nm. We used a tunable bandpass filter (FWHM
10 nm) to select �360 fs optical pulses with a 1550 nm

enter wavelength from a passively mode-locked fiber
ing laser operating at a 50 MHz repetition rate. We
laced a phase-only pulse shaper before the FROG setup
o apply a known spectral phase to the optical pulses.

We performed FROG measurements of nearly
andwidth-limited pulses (with a coupled average power
f 6 nW, corresponding to a measurement sensitivity of
.0�10−6 mW2 with the 360 fs pulse width) and pulses
ith a cubic spectral phase of varying magnitude (with a

oupled average power of 10 nW). Figures 6 and 7 show
he results for the bandwidth-limited pulses and pulses
ith a cubic spectral phase coefficient of 0.0213 ps3, re-

pectively. The FROG errors for all the measurements
ere below 0.004. The symmetry of the FROG traces with

ig. 5. (Color online) FROG data of nearly bandwidth-limited
ulses. (A) Measured and (B) retrieved FROG traces at 9.5 fJ. (C)
easured and (D) retrieved FROG traces at 124 aJ. Retrieved

ulse illustrated in the (E) frequency domain and (F) time do-
ain for both 9.5 fJ and 124 aJ coupled pulse energies. The dot-

ed curve in (E) represents the independently measured power
pectrum.
ical spectrum analyzer; I-CCD, intensified CCD camera.
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espect to delay for pulses with cubic spectral phase is ex-
ected according to the time-reversal ambiguity of SHG
ROG. The retrieved spectral phase was flat in the
andwidth-limited case. In the case of nonzero cubic spec-
ral phase, the retrieved spectral phase curve is of cubic
ature with an estimated coefficient of 0.0201 ps3. The
emporal intensity profile clearly shows an oscillating tail
aused by the cubic spectral phase modulation. The esti-
ated coefficient agrees well with the value programmed

nto the pulse shaper. By programming the pulse shaper,
e repeated the FROG measurements for several values
f the cubic spectral phase coefficient. In each case, the
agnitude of the estimated coefficient agreed well with

he programmed one. Since time reversal ambiguity ex-
sts in SHG FROG, the sign of the spectral phase cannot
e determined uniquely, and the retrieved electrical fields
re sometimes time reversed compared to the actual
elds. By using the programmable pulse shaper, we can
esolve this ambiguity by programming an additional
known) phase and performing an additional measure-
ent.

ig. 6. (Color online) FROG data for bandwidth-limited optical
ulses. (A) Measured FROG trace. (B) Retrieved FROG trace. (C)
etrieved spectral intensity (solid) and phase (dashed) profiles

ogether with the spectrum recorded by OSA (dotted). (D) Re-
rieved temporal intensity profile.

ig. 7. (Color online) FROG data for optical pulses with cubic
pectral phase. (A) Measured FROG trace. (B) Retrieved FROG
race. (C) Retrieved spectral intensity (solid) and phase (dashed)
rofiles together with the spectrum recorded by OSA (dotted). (D)
etrieved temporal intensity profile.
. SHG FROG USING ASYMMETRIC Y-
UNCTION A-PPLN WAVEGUIDES
n Sections 4 and 5, single-mode A-PPLN waveguides
ere used in the FROG setup where the resulting back-
round SH and interferometric effects were removed out-
ide the waveguides. In this section, we implemented two
ifferent experimental setups to compare single-mode
aveguides to mode-multiplexing ones (Fig. 8).
andwidth-limited pulses from a synchronously pumped
ptical parametric oscillator (OPO) operating at 1550 nm
ere bandpass filtered (1 nm FWHM) and launched into
MF. With a 3 dB coupler, the pulses were split into two

dentical replicas, one of which was sent through a fixed
elay, while the other passed through a variable delay
ine (General Photonics MDL-001). In the conventional
etup, which uses a straight fiber-coupled A-PPLN wave-
uide [Setup A, Fig. 8(a)], the delayed copies were recom-
ined in a second 3 dB splitter before being launched into
he waveguide. Setup B [Fig. 8(b)] used a waveguide with
n on-chip mode-multiplexer–demultiplexer. Here, the
econd 3 dB splitter was not required because of the inte-
rated mode combiner (see Fig. 3). Instead, two SMFs
ere directly pigtailed to the inputs of the A-PPLN de-
ice. Both optical power and spectra of the SHG–SFG out-
ut were recorded as a function of relative temporal delay
y using a silicon detector and fiber-coupled spectrometer
Ocean Optics HR4000).

The interferometric autocorrelation trace obtained with
etup A is shown in Fig. 9(a). Assuming a Gaussian pulse
nvelope, the FWHM pulse duration �p was �3.09 ps.
rom the trace obtained by using the background-free
etup B [Fig. 9(b)] we determined �p to be approximately
.04 ps, agreeing well with the previous result. Looking at
ackground-free autocorrelation, we notice that while the
ings of the trace approach zero, the finite modal contrast
f �23 dB causes residual interference fringes. Further
uppression of these fringes should be possible when
ode multiplexers with increased contrast are used; con-

rast ratios approaching 30 dB have already been demon-

ig. 8. Schematic of experimental setup used for autocorrela-
ion and FROG measurements. Setup A contains a single-mode
-PPLN waveguide, while setup B contains a mode-multiplexing
aveguide structure.
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trated [49]. In practice, these fringes do not interfere
ith the FROG measurements and will be averaged out if

he spectrometer’s integration time is long compared with
he rate of delay change. For example, the data shown in
ig. 9(a) and 9(b) were obtained by sweeping the delay

ine with 1 ps/s across a 20 ps delay range.
Using the spectrometer (�0.025 nm resolution), set to

ntegrate for 10 ms and average over five consecutive
races, we recorded the SHG/SFG spectra as a function of
emporal delay across a 40 ps delay range, sweeping the
elay with 0.25 ps/s. Shown in Fig. 9(c) is the FROG trace
btained using setup A, while the one in Fig. 9(d) was
aken with setup B. Suppression of the background SH
omponents in setup B significantly reduced the data off-
et, while the reduction in interference improved its
moothness.

Using a commercial SHG FROG retrieval algorithm
Femtosoft FROG), we retrieved the spectrum and tempo-
al profile (Fig. 10) of the pulse represented by the FROG
race shown in Fig. 9(d) with good accuracy (FROG
rror�0.0009). The software estimated the spectral
WHM to be 1.13 nm and the temporal FWHM to be
.168 ps, with a FWHM time–bandwidth product of 0.45.

. POLARIZATION INSENSITIVE
LTRALOW-POWER SHG FROG

ections 4–6 discussed ultralow-power SHG FROG with
hree kinds of A-PPLN waveguides. Since the waveguides

ig. 9. (Color online) Interferometric (a) autocorrelation and (c)
ROG trace obtained using setup A. Background-free collinear

b) autocorrelation and (d) FROG trace obtained using setup B.

ig. 10. (Color online) Calculated (a) spectral and (b) temporal
mplitude and phase information using a retrieval algorithm.
upport only a single polarization (as described in Section
) and the SH efficiency is in general strongly polarization
ependent, fluctuations of the input state of polarization
SOP) arising from the small birefringence of optical fi-
ers in the measurement loop will seriously degrade the
ROG measurement. In previous measurements, we
arefully controlled the input SOP and attempted to
liminate polarization fluctuations by carefully taping all
he fibers to the optical table. However, SOP fluctuations
re very difficult to avoid in optical fiber loops of any sig-
ificant distance, even for distances of only a few tens of
eters, as are typical for connecting different optical

ables. Effects are even more serious for actual fiber com-
unications applications, where much longer fibers are
sed. Here, we describe a polarization-insensitive mea-
urement technique that overcomes the polarization sen-
itivity of SHG FROG by scrambling the input SOP at a
ate much faster than the measurement integration time
22].

The SHG FROG trace for the electric field E�t� with a
tationary SOP is given by Eq. (1). In the case of a
requency-independent but slowly time-varying SOP, the
lectric field can be expressed in Jones vector form as
�t , ts�= ���ts�a�t� 	�ts�a�t��T, where ���ts��2+ �	�ts��2=1.
ere ts is a slow time variable that keeps track of the po-

arization variations, and t is the fast time variable over
hich the pulse itself varies. Since the A-PPLN wave-
uide supports only extraordinary-polarized light, which
s TM-polarized light in z-cut substrates, the correspond-
ng FROG trace is IFROG�� ,��= �	dta�t�a�t−��	�ts�	�ts
��e−j�t�2. Since in general the duration of the pulses un-
er test is less than a few picoseconds 	�ts�=	�ts−��. The
easured spectrum at each time delay � will be the su-

erposition of the spectra of all the pulses within the mea-
urement integration time (800 ms in our experiments).
nder normal laboratory conditions, the polarization fluc-

uation rate induced by optical fibers is of the order of sev-
ral seconds, while the FROG measurement takes several
inutes. The fluctuations will therefore introduce ran-

om power modulations onto the spectrograms taken at
ifferent �, which degrades the accuracy of the FROG
easurement. By scrambling the polarization states of

he electric field uniformly on the Poincaré sphere at a
peed much faster than the measurement integration
ime, the magnitude of �	�2 within the measurement inte-
ration time can be represented by a uniform distribu-
ion. By calculating the expectation value of �	�4, one ob-
ains the time-polarization-averaged FROG trace. This
urns out to be the same as the FROG trace of a pulse
ith stationary SOP, except that the power is reduced by
factor of 1/3:

IFROG-Scrambled��,�� =
1

3
�� dta�t�a�t − ��e−j�t�2

. �5�

quation (5) indicates that fast polarization scrambling
an average out the impairments on a FROG trace in-
uced by slow polarization fluctuations. Note that we as-
umed the polarization fluctuations to be frequency inde-
endent. This assumption is valid except when the fibers
n the measurement are very long and polarization mode
ispersion causes frequency-dependent polarization fluc-
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uations. To give an example, given a pulse width of sev-
ral hundred femtoseconds, a 1 km long stretch of SMF
0.05 ps/km1/2 assumed) will not introduce significant
requency-dependent polarization fluctuations.

Figure 11 shows the polarization-insensitive FROG
etup. The setup is basically the same as the one in Sec-
ion 5, except that we placed a wideband fiber-pigtailed
olarization scrambler with a greater than 100 nm oper-
ting range centered at 1550 nm and 700 kHz scrambling
requency (General Photonics Corporation, PCD-104) be-
ween the input and the Michelson interferometer. As de-
cribed in Section 5, the input signal consisted of nearly
andwidth-limited �360 fs pulses at a 50 MHz repetition
ate and 1550 nm center wavelength. To enhance the po-
arization fluctuation effects, we randomly adjusted the
OP from the source by hand, using a polarization con-
roller (PC). We first performed the FROG measurement
ith the scrambler off, using a maximum of 19 nW aver-
ge power coupled into the waveguide. Figure 12 shows
he measurement results. The measured FROG trace ex-
ibits random power fluctuations with time, and the re-
rieved FROG trace differs significantly from the mea-
ured one. Furthermore, the retrieved spectrum does not
gree with the spectrum measured independently by us-
ng an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). All of these ob-
ervations indicate severe problems with the measure-
ent.
We then repeated this experiment with the scrambler

n, while continuing to randomly adjust the input SOP.
he measurement was performed at an average coupled

nput power of 5.2 nW. Note that by finding the expecta-
ion value of �	�2, the measured average power of the fun-
amental harmonic signal with the scrambler turned on
s 1/2 of the power with the scrambler turned off and the
nput SOP optimized for maximum coupling. Figure 13
hows the measurement results. The measured FWHM
as 352 fs, very close to that of the input pulses. The re-

rieved spectrum was very close to that measured by us-
ng the OSA, and the FROG error was 0.0047, indicating
properly performing pulse measurement. The above de-

cribed polarization-insensitive technique completely
liminates the degradation of the FROG measurement in-
uced by frequency-independent SOP fluctuation.

. CHROMATIC DISPERSION AND
LL-ORDER PMD COMPENSATION WITH
HG FROG

n this section, we apply the proposed FROG techniques
o high-order dispersion compensation and all-order PMD

Fig. 11. Scheme of polarization-insensitive FROG.
ompensation experiments. PMD is considered to be one
f the major obstacles for the development of ultrahigh-
apacity telecommunication systems [53]. PMD arises
rom the random birefringence in SMF owing to the im-
erfection in the cylindrical symmetry of the fiber cross
ection. This results in a time-stochastic and wavelength-
ependent variation of the SOPs and delays, which de-
rade the system capacity. Our group demonstrated for
he first time (to our knowledge) experimental wideband
ll-order PMD compensation by applying ultrafast pulse-
haping techniques [23]. We first rotated the distorted
OP spectra to a fixed linear state on a wavelength-by-
avelength basis via a specially designed SOP pulse

haper [54] and then applied the inverse of the estimated
pectral phase via a phase-only pulse shaper. In our
roup’s early work, the spectral phase was obtained by
easuring the temporal intensity profile via cross corre-

ation, measuring the spectrum by using an optical spec-
rum analyzer, and then applying the Gerchberg–Saxton

ig. 12. (Color online) FROG data with time-varying polariza-
ion fluctuations intentionally introduced and scrambler off. (A)
easured FROG trace. (B) Retrieved FROG trace. (C) Retrieved

pectral intensity (solid) and phase (dashed) profiles together
ith the spectrum recorded by OSA (dotted). (D) Retrieved tem-
oral intensity profile.

ig. 13. (Color online) FROG data with time-varying polariza-
ion fluctuations intentionally introduced and scrambler on. (A)
easured FROG trace. (B) Retrieved FROG trace. (C) Retrieved

pectral intensity (solid) and phase (dashed) profiles together
ith the spectrum recorded by OSA (dotted). (D) Retrieved tem-
oral intensity profile.
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lgorithm [55]. However, because of the complexity of the
ll-order PMD-induced pulse distortion and due the limits
f the Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm, an iterative measure-
ompensate-measure procedure was necessary, which
acked the robustness that will be needed for real-world
pplications. Here, we demonstrate that our ultra-low-
ower SHG FROG technique can accurately retrieve the
xtremely complex electrical field distorted by all-order
MD effects [24,25].
The experimental setup for high-order dispersion com-

ensation and compensation of all-order PMD-induced
istortion at selected polarization slices is shown in Fig.
4. The input signal is nearly bandwidth-limited �360 fs
ulses at a 50 MHz repetition rate and 1550 nm center
avelength. The pulses are relayed into a fiber-coupled
hase-only pulse shaper (same as in Section 5). The out-
ut of the pulse shaper is launched into the pulse distor-
ion elements. Since the pulse distortion elements intro-
uce not only spectral phase but also frequency-
ependent polarization rotation, we place two PCs before
nd after the elements and use a polarizer to select some
ell-shaped spectra for FROG measurement. The mea-

ured spectral phase was corrected via the pulse shaper
or the distortion correction.

In the high-order chromatic dispersion compensation
xperiments, the distortion element consists of �50 km
MF (PMD coefficient, 0.1 ps/km1/2) and a dispersion-
ompensating fiber module (OFS Fitel). Full second-order
nd partial third-order dispersion is compensated by the
ispersion-compensating fiber. In addition to chromatic
ispersion, the SMF–dispersion-compensating-fiber link
lso exhibits PMD with a mean differential group delay of
700 fs, which is �2 times the pulse width. The PMD is

arge enough to induce a significant frequency-dependent
olarization, keeping us from using the polarization-
nsensitive SHG FROG scheme described above. By using
he two PCs and a polarizer, we select a well-behaved
pectrum for the dispersion compensation experiment. As

result of the PMD-induced frequency-dependent SOP,
he FWHM of the spectrum is narrowed from
.4 to 6.2 nm after the polarizer. Figure 15 shows the
easurement results of the distorted pulses. Distortions

ue to cubic spectral phase are clearly visible. The inverse
f the measured spectral phase is applied via the pulse
haper to precompensate for the high-order dispersion.
igure 16 shows the results after high-order dispersion
ompensation. The cubic spectral phase is fully compen-
ated. The oscillating tails in the time-domain intensity
rofile are suppressed, and the pulses are compressed

ig. 14. Experimental setup for pulse distortion corrections con-
rolled via SHG FROG. In the high-order dispersion compensa-
ion experiment, the pulse distortion element is 50 km SMF; in
he experiment of sensing and compensation of PMD-induced
ulse distortion at selected polarization slices, the distortion ele-
ent is a PMD emulator. PC, polarization controller.
rom 978 to 628 fs. The residual pulse broadening is due
o two factors: (1) the spectrum is narrowed by PMD, and
2) the PMD-induced spectral phase varies randomly
ithin the interval of the dispersion compensation experi-
ent.
In the experimental setup of detection and compensa-

ion of all-order PMD-induced pulse distortion at selected
olarization states, the distortion element is a homemade
ll-order PMD emulator consisting of eight polarization-
aintaining fibers with an estimated mean differential

roup delay of �1.3 ps. The goal of the experiment was to
emonstrate that the proposed ultralow-power SHG
ROG technique had the capability of retrieving ex-

remely complicated waveforms resulting from all-order
MD-induced distortions. Since the average differential
roup delay ��1.3 ps� of the PMD module is much greater
han the pulse width, strong all-order PMD effects are
resent, which cause complicated variations of the SOP
ith frequency. This leads to a reshaping of the spectrum
fter the polarizer. With two PCs placed before and after
he PMD module and a polarizer, we can select arbitrary
olarization slices for spectral phase characterization and

ig. 15. (Color online) FROG data of pulses distorted by high-
rder chromatic dispersion. (A) Measured FROG trace. (B) Re-
rieved FROG trace. (C) Retrieved spectral intensity (solid) and
hase (dashed) profiles. (D) Retrieved temporal intensity profile.

ig. 16. (Color online) FROG data after dispersion compensa-
ion. (A) Measured FROG trace. (B) Retrieved FROG trace. (C)
etrieved spectral intensity (solid) and phase (dashed) profiles.

D) Retrieved temporal intensity profile.
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orrection. In our initial experiment the chromatic disper-
ion of the PMD module is not precompensated. The
hase correction is run in precompensation mode. The
ame results can be achieved in postcompensation mode.

Figure 17 shows the FROG data of the chromatic dis-
ersion and PMD-distorted pulse at a selected polariza-
ion slice. The quadratic spectral phase is caused mainly
y the chromatic dispersion, while the complexity of the
ulse in the time domain is due to all-order PMD. Figure
8 shows the FROG data after application of the inverse
f the measured spectral phase via the pulse shaper. The
ulse is compressed from more than 3 ps (at 10% inten-
ity level) in duration to 484 fs (FWHM), which is close to
he bandwidth limit. Both PMD and chromatic-
ispersion-induced distortions are almost completely com-
ensated.
We kept the applied spectral phase with the phase-only

ulse shaper and adjusted the input and output PCs to se-
ect another polarization slice. In this case, the chromatic
ispersion had been fully compensated in the previous
rial. The observed pulse distortion was caused by the dif-
erence between the PMD-induced spectral phases (PMD-

ig. 17. (Color online) FROG data of chromatic dispersion and
ll-order PMD-distorted pulses at a selected polarization slice.
A) Measured FROG trace. (B) Retrieved FROG trace. (C) Re-
rieved spectral intensity (solid) and phase (dashed) profiles. (D)
etrieved temporal intensity profile.

ig. 18. (Color online) FROG data after spectral phase correc-
ion. (A) Measured FROG trace. (B) Retrieved FROG trace. (C)
etrieved spectral intensity (solid) and phase (dashed) profiles.

D) Retrieved temporal intensity profile.
nduced pulse distortion are polarization dependent) of
he two experimental trials. The temporal intensity pro-
les of the distorted and restored pulses are shown in Fig.
9. The pulse is stretched to about 2 ps by PMD and com-
ensated to a bandwidth-limited pulse of 400 fs.
It is worth noting that PMD-induced spectral reshap-

ng after the polarizer accounts for the small pulse-width
ifferences between the initial pulse and the pulses after
orrection, while the FROG retrieval algorithm accounts
or the slight differences of the spectra before and after
ompensation. Since spectral phase plays the primary
ole in pulse distortion, the slight difference in retrieved
pectra is not a significant problem.

By adjusting the PCs before and after the PMD module,
e carried out the experiments several times. Each time,
fter correcting the PMD-induced spectral phase, we were
ble to obtain nearly bandwidth-limited pulses, which
emonstrates the applicability of FROG measurements of
MD-distorted pulses.
We then demonstrated full all-order PMD compensa-

ion using polarization-insensitive ultralow-power SHG
ROG for spectral phase sensing. Figure 20 shows the ex-
erimental setup. The SOP pulse shaper (shaper 1) and
he spectral phase pulse shaper (shaper 2) are located on
ifferent optical tables. We use a pulse source (different
rom the previously used) located on the same table as the
OP shaper to produce �600 fs optical pulses (�5 nm
WHM in the spectral domain) with an �50 MHz repeti-

ion rate and 1550 nm center wavelength. The pulses
ere launched into the homemade PMD emulator (the

ame as that previously used). The SOP of the output
pectrum was measured with a broadband polarimeter
eveloped in our laboratory [56]. We used a specially de-
igned SOP pulse shaper to correct the output SOP spec-
rum to the horizontal linear polarization state on a
avelength-by-wavelength basis. The liquid-crystal
odulator array in the SOP shaper consists of two indi-

idually controllable 128-element layers with +90° and
45° orientations. By applying appropriate retardations,
ne can independently rotate any SOP point on the
oincaré sphere to the horizontal polarization state. The
ulses after SOP correction were then input into a second

ig. 19. Temporal intensity profiles of the (A) distorted and (B)
estored pulses.

Fig. 20. Experimental setup for all-order PMD compensation.
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hase-only pulse shaper. Since a 20 m long SMF is used
o connect the two pulse shapers, we applied the proposed
olarization-insensitive FROG technique to measure the
ulses after the second shaper. By using the FROG data
o control the phase-only shaper, we achieved full PMD
ompensation.

To check the performance of the SOP correction, we
laced a polarizer after pulse shaper 1 and measured the
pectra after the polarizer with and without SOP correc-
ion and compared them with the initial spectrum with-
ut PMD. Figure 21 shows one of the measurement re-
ults. The spectrum is heavily distorted by PMD and is
orrected to close to the initial spectrum after SOP correc-
ion, which signifies good accuracy of the SOP measure-
ent and correction. The peak intensity of each spectrum

as been normalized to 1.
Figure 22 shows FROG data of the optical pulses after

OP correction but before spectral phase correction of one
f the experimental trials. The pulses are spread to more
han 3 ps (full width at 10% intensity). By applying the
nverse of the measured spectral phase, the pulses are
ompressed to nearly bandwidth-limited 642 fs pulses as
hown in Fig. 23. This is evident from the FROG traces,
hich are now essentially without structure, and from

he flat measured spectral phase profile, as well as from
he profile in the time domain. By adjusting the input
OP to the PMD emulator with a PC, we carried out the
MD compensation experiments several times. Each time
e were able to compensate the pulses to similar nearly
andwidth-limited �600 fs pulses immediately after the

ig. 21. Spectra (A) before and (B) after SOP correction. Solid,
ith PMD; dotted, without PMD.

ig. 22. (Color online) FROG data of optical pulses after SOP
orrection. (A) Measured FROG trace. (B) Retrieved FROG trace.
C) Retrieved spectral intensity (solid) and phase (dashed) pro-
les. (D) Retrieved temporal intensity profile.
OP and phase-correction process. Figure 24 shows the
emporal intensity profiles of the distorted (after SOP cor-
ection but before phase correction) and restored (after
hase correction) pulses of another experimental trial,
here the pulse is compressed to 622 fs after PMD com-
ensation. The experimental results indicate that the pro-
osed polarization-insensitive SHG FROG technique is
obust in retrieving PMD-distorted waveforms.

. CONCLUSION
e have reviewed ultralow-power SHG FROG using vari-

us A-PPLN waveguides, including free-space, fiber-
igtailed, and asymmetric Y-junction A-PPLN
aveguides. Our experiments achieve a measurement

ensitivity of 2.0�10−6 mW2, �5 orders of magnitude bet-
er than the most sensitive FROG measurements previ-
usly reported. We have also demonstrated a polarization-
nsensitive SHG FROG technique, which is important for
ractical applications involving fiber optics. Finally, we
ave applied these FROG measurements to control chro-
atic dispersion compensation and PMD compensation

xperiments, resulting in full correction of the impair-
ents suffered by subpicosecond pulses in passing

hrough optical fibers. These measurements also serve to
onfirm the ability to accurately retrieve extremely com-
licated waveforms. The ideas presented here, which in-
olve A-PPLN engineering to obtain an optimum
andwidth–sensitivity trade-off for ultrashort pulse mea-
urement, is also relevant to other waveform character-

ig. 23. (Color online) FROG data of optical pulses after SOP
nd spectral phase correction. (A) Measured FROG trace. (B) Re-
rieved FROG trace. (C) Retrieved spectral intensity (solid) and
hase (dashed) profiles. (D) Retrieved temporal intensity profile.

ig. 24. Pulses (A) before and (B) after spectral phase
orrection.
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zation techniques based on second-order nonlinear me-
ia, such as SPIDER and time-lens methods [57].
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